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The purpose of this paper is to survey studies for estimating and analyzing different

types of economic networks We focus on data-based approaches that allow the direct

estimation of the networks from empirical data without the need of relying on theoretical

assumptions. Due to the fact that there is a large variety of different economic networks,

e.g., interbank, investment, director, ownership, financial, product or trade networks,

we present a systematic categorization of these by the meaning of the “nodes” within

these networks. These can correspond to banks, firms, investors, products, stocks

etc. Furthermore, we review practical methods for graphically exploring such networks

and discuss useful databases for obtaining the empirical data for the computational

construction of economic networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been more and more interest in studying economy related questions by
means of network science [1–5]. A reason for this interest builds on the realization that the behavior
of the economy cannot be investigated by individually studying the constituting components of it
but only by considering the interplay between all relevant parts. This is in strong contrast to the
standard economic theory [6–9]. Conceptually, this insight is related to general systems theory by
von Bertalanffy [10, 11] having its roots in the 1940s.

From a practical point of view, the digitalization of our society, e.g., of the stock market or the
availability of business records, enabled the empirical estimation and creation of different types
of economic networks. This is similar to other fields like biology, chemistry or sociology [12–16].
That means, without the need of making theoretical assumptions about the structure of economic
networks, data can be used for their construction. This is in contrast to, e.g., simulation-based
approaches allowing to generate network topologies with certain characteristics, e.g., scale-free or
smal-world networks [17–19]. In this paper, we focus on data-based network science approaches
and review papers for studying economic networks based on this premise.
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In general, economic networks are a special forms of social
networks [20]. However, while the study of social networks has
a long history dating back to the 1920’s starting systematically in
the 1960’s [15], the history of economic networks is considerably
shorter, starting in our opinion in the 1990’s [21, 22], though,
with an exponential growth fueled by the emergence of our
digital society. In Figure 1 we list some of the first articles in
this field making explicit usage of networks or graphs, which
have been inferred from empirical data, by studying these
structurally. This is beyond studies estimating correlations or
other measures of relations that do not appreciate the resulting
graph structure explicitly bymeans of network science, e.g., graph
theory.

One of the first studies of economic networks is from Smith
and White [22], where the authors investigated an international
commodity trade flow network resembling the structure of
the world economy to learn about the roles that particular
countries play in the global system. They used information
for 15 selected major types of trade commodities for import
and export exchanged between 63 countries, whereas the flow
was measured in U.S. dollars. As a result they obtained a
general network structure spanning the countries. This is in
contrast to other studied that investigated more specialized
graph structures like trees. For instance, Mantegna [25] extracted
the minimum spanning tree (MST) for identifying the most
important connections between stocks. This solved the problem
to convert a correlation matrix into a network structure in
a unique way and inspired many follow up studies. Another
example for a specialized graph structure is a bipartite network,
e.g., studied in Souma et al. [28]. Financial networks have also
been studied from a data science point of view [31]. For instance,
Anand [31] investigated and inferred financial networks from
partial data sets.

Due to the fact that the study of economic networks is an
interdisciplinary field comprising contributions from economics,
computer science, statistics, physics, management and business,
the literature in this field is distributed over many different
journals from the above fields. Also the focus and the perspective
of these papers is heterogenous reflecting the different angels of
the corresponding fields. Nevertheless, we found a commonality
of all these different contributions which we use as the main
structure of our review paper. This commonality refers to the
basic meaning of the nodes and the edges in the economic
networks and the data that have been used for constructing or
inferring them. Based on this categorization, section 4 and 5 are
guided and organized correspondingly. Another commonality
we found is that, usually, before every quantitative analysis of a
network, a visual exploration of the network is performed. For
this reason, we review in section 6 practical methods for the
visualization of economic networks. Our review paper starts in
section 2 providing preliminaries of graph theory as needed for
the subsequent sections followed by section 3 giving an overview
of the different types of economic networks that have been
studied. Our paper ends in section 7 by discussing extensions and
future directions.

For completeness we would like to note that there exist
other review papers on economic networks [32, 33], however,

these have a different focus that is reflected in a more narrow
presentation of the topic.

2. BASICS OF GRAPH THEORY

Before we start our survey we provide relevant preliminaries from
graph theory [34, 35]. The following definitions are for basic
graph classes as needed for the understanding of the different
economic networks, which we will discuss in later sections.

Definition 2.1. ([35]) The pair G = (V ,E) where V represents a
finite set of nodes or vertices and E the set of edges or links, E ⊆

(V
2

)

is called a finite undirected graph or an undirected network, see
[35].

Throughout the paper, we set the cardinality of the vertex set
|V| : = N. The cardinality of the edge set is denoted by |E|.

Definition 2.2. ([35]) The pair G = (V ,E) where V represents a
finite set of vertices and E the set of edges, E ⊆ V × V, is called a
finite directed graph or directed network.

For representing a network, the so-called adjacency matrix is
often used [35].

Definition 2.3. The adjacency matrix of a finite graph G = (V ,E)
is defined by

Aij : =

{

1 :(vi, vj) ∈ E
0 : otherwise

(1)

In the following sections we will also consider weighted networks.
For this reason we need to define the weighting matrixW.

Definition 2.4. The weighting matrix of a finite graph G = (V ,E)
is defined by Harary [35]

Wij : =

{

wij :(vi, vj) ∈ E
0 : otherwise

(2)

with wij ∈ R.

3. OVERVIEW OF ECONOMIC NETWORK
TYPES

When speaking about economic networks there is actually not
one specific meaning of these networks, but it is a complex
family of different networks, each one with its ownmeaning. This
complexity stems from the fact that there are different building
block for defining the “nodes” in an economic network. In the
following, we list some of the most important node types that
have been used for constructing economic networks. That means
nodes in economic networks can correspond to:

• Directors (management)
• Firms
• Products
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1991: Restructuring finance capital: Changes in the Canadian corporate network 1976-1986 [23]
1992: A network model and algorithm for the analysis and estimation of financial flow of funds [21]
1992: Structure and dynamics of the global economy: Network analysis of international trade 1965-1980 [22]
1998: Interbank lending and systemic risk: An empirical analysis for Switzerland [24]
1998:Hierarchical structure in financial markets [25]
2001: Self-organized critical topology of stock markets [26]
2002: Analysing the information flow between financial time serie [27]
2003: Complex networks and economics [28]
2003: Dynamic asset trees and black Monday [29]
2003: Complex networks and economics [28]
2004: Network topology of the interbank market [30]

time

FIGURE 1 | Historic origin of data-based approaches for studying economic networks. Listing of the first articles in this field making explicit usage of networks or

graphs (shown are the title of the articles).

FIGURE 2 | Visualizing the meaning of “nodes” in economic networks for an

abstract four-node network (top). Each node color corresponds to a state (CA,

TX, WA, and NY) and each state is a collection of its cities, whereas each city

is a collection of banks and firms located therein. Furthermore, each bank or

firm is directed by a board of directors. Finally, banks or firms can form

business groups and the collection of states form a country.

• Business Groups
• Banks
• Investors
• Traders
• Cities
• Countries

It is clear that depending on the meaning of the nodes the
meaning of the whole economic network is derived. For this
reason, if starting from a question to be studied, e.g., providing
insights into the trading of countries or the stability of banks,
the nodes need to be selected correspondingly. From a different
perspective, the selected meaning of nodes allows to either focus
on microeconomic or macroeconomic problems. This implies
that the granularity of the economic network, as explained below,
can be controlled by this. In order to visualize our point, we
provide in Figure 2 an example.

TABLE 1 | Examples of different types of economic networks that have been

frequently studied in the literature.

Type of the

economic network

Meaning of the network References

Interbank network Liability between institutions (banks);

interconnectedness of banks

[30, 38–40]

Investment network Venture capital or investment in firms and

corporations

[41, 42]

Director network Common members of the board of

instituations; corporate structure between

instituations

[43, 44]

Ownership network Influence on corporate decisions [45, 46]

Financial network Dependency between stocks; stock

market interconnectedness

[47–49]

Product network Individuals co-purchasing products or

countries co-producing products

[50] or [51]

Trade network Exchange of goods and services; trading

relations between countries

[52–54]

Starting from an abstract four-node network in Figure 2 top
we show a cascade of different node meanings. First, the colors of
the four nodes of the small network correspond to the four states
California (CA, blue), Texas (TX, purple), Washington (WA,
red) and New York (NY, yellow). Each of these states consists
of many cities, e.g., Los Angeles or Dallas, in which branches of
banks or firms are located. Furthermore, the banks and firms are
controlled by a board of directors. From this cascade, the different
layers of granularity become apparent. We would like to add that
this situation can become more complex in case banks or firms
are forming business groups. Also, one can aggregate states to
become countries. The last collection would allow to study global
trade networks among countries [36, 37].

The different meaning of nodes leds to commonly used names
for different types of economic networks; seeTable 1. Specifically,
one distinguishes interbank networks, investment networks,
director networks, financial networks, product networks and
trade networks. In the following, we will review important papers
that studied various types of such economic networks with
the above mentioned meaning of the nodes. That means, the
following subsections in section 4 are categorized according to
the meaning of the nodes.
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4. SURVEYING DATA-BASED
APPROACHES ON GENERAL ECONOMIC
NETWORKS

We begin this survey at the small scale corresponding to the
corporate structure of banks or firms as represented by the board
of directors and work our way up to larger units like business
groups, representing a collection of firms, and countries; see
Table 2 for a summary.

4.1. Directors
The first type of economic networks we are discussing are
director networks. Such networks are not only of interest to
economists for placing them into the greater context of their
influence on various aspects of the economy but also to social
scientists to study sociologic aspects. In the latter context, such
networks are social networks that are called affiliation networks;
see [20] for a discussion.

A director network has nodes corresponding to directors
serving as board members of firms, banks or other institutions.
A link between two directors is established if they are a
member of the same company board. This creates an undirected,
unweighted network. Alternatively, an edge receives a weight
corresponding to the number of boards two directors are
simultaneously members of. That means a director network
provides information about the interlocks of corporate boards
and their directors.

Practically, such networks are indirectly constructed bymeans
of an auxiliary bipartite network M [44, 67]. This bipartite
network consists of one type of nodes corresponding to directors
and a second type of nodes corresponding to institutions the
directors serve as board members. A link between a director and
an institution, i.e., Mij = 1, is established if director i sits on
the board of institution j. As for all bipartite networks one can
extract two (weighted) networks. The first network is the desired
director network, formally obtained by D = MMt (where t is the
transpose of the matrix), and the second is a company network,
C = MtM. The meaning of Dij is the number of boards the
directors i and j sit together, andCij corresponds to the number of
common directors that are in board of company i and j. Usually,
the diagonal elements of both matrices are set to zero.

In Milaković et al. [44] a weighted director network has
been studied to identify the core of directors for publicly traded
companies in Germany. For this purpose, they focused on
companies which either have a market capitalization of more
than 100 million Euros, or are included in one of the four
major indices of the Deutsche Börse. Overall, they studied 284
companies and 3, 383 directors. A major result of their study
showed that core directors are more densely connected with each
other and to work for companies with a relatively large market
capitalization. For this reason it seems reasonable to hypothesis
that these directors have a great influence in this network, despite
their small number.

In contrast, Heemskerk and Takes [43] presented an
investigation of an unweighted director network. Specifically,
they analyzed how the largest one million firms in the world

are interconnected with each other at the level of corporate
governance through interlocking directorates. They obtained
their data from the ORBIS database provided by Bureau van
Dijk. Overall, they studied 968, 409 companies from 208 different
countries having 3, 262, 413 directors. As a result they found
that on average companies share directors with 4.37 other
firms. Furthermore, 60% of all firms are members of one large
connected network component. This large network components
consists of almost 90% of all board interlocks. Furthermore,
within this large connected component the average distance
between pairs of firms is 7.75. This means that the board
members of these firms are tightly connected at the highest level
of corporate decision-making. Further studies analyzing director
networks can be found in Renneboog and Zhao [55].

4.2. Banks
Another type of economic network that has been frequently
studied is the interbank network or interbankmarket [40, 56, 58].
For these networks banks are nodes and links between them
represent interbank lending, i.e., loans or payments between
banks. Due to the ongoing global financial crises [70–73] the
interest in studying such networks is enormous, e.g., because of
their implications on systemic risk.

In Constantin et al. [56] interbank networks have been used
to study and predict bank distress. They used data for 171 listed
European banks from the stock market (from Bloomberg) and
the equity price index and country-level equity price indices
(from Thomson Reuters Datastream) for the European banking
sector in order to estimate interbank lending and exposures,
because this information is not publicly available in Europe.
Specifically, a multivariate extreme-value theory approach by
Poon et al. [74] is used. The resulting network is combined
with an early-warning model at the bank level [75]. A central
finding of their study is that their combined model is better
than benchmark models, which do not consider the connectivity
between banks.

In Iori et al. [76], Temizsoy et al. [77], and Iori et al. [78]
the e-MID market, an electronic market for interbank deposits
in the USA and the Eurozone, has been studied. Interestingly,
Iori et al. [78] showed that the e-MID market network structure
corresponds to a random network if studied for a daily time
scale, however, the structure of the market becomes non-random
for longer aggregation periods. In Temizsoy et al. [77] the local
and global measures of network centrality in the e-MID network
have been studied for the years 2006–2009, which includes the
global financial crisis in 2008. One interesting result of their study
is that interbank spreads are significantly affected by measures
of connectedness for local and global measures. In this context
the DebtRank algorithm should be mentioned as a method for
estimating the impact of shocks on financial networks [79, 80]. In
simple terms, the idea of DebtRank is to estimate a value for each
node (institution) in the network that quantifies the fraction of
the total economic value that is affected in the case of the default
of this institution [80].

In Markose et al. [57] the systemic risk of propagation of
financial contagion in interbank networks has been studied for
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TABLE 2 | An overview of studies investigating different types of global economic networks.

Nodes Edges Weights Data References

Directors Interlocking directorates (undirected) Number of shared

directors/boards

German publicly traded companies from

their respective websites

[44]

Directors Interlocking directorates (undirected) No ORBIS database [43]

Directors Interlocking directorates (undirected) No BoardEx, Manifest, annual reports,

Datastream Advance, Thomson Financial

and PricewaterhouseCoopers

[55]

Banks Tail dependencies based on

multivariate extreme value theory

(undirected)

No Stock prices from Bloomberg, equity price

indices from Thomson Reuters Datastream

[56]

Banks Banks that are connected whenever

an exposure is reported in the data

Total amount of money currently

being lent

Deutsche Bundesbank containing banking

exposures reports

[40]

Banks credit default swap contract gross financial obligations from

the protection seller to the

protection buyer

FDIC Call Reports for off balance sheet

bank data

[57]

Banks correlations LASSO estimation of the

high-dimensional VAR model

stock data from publicly-traded banks [58, 59]

Banks Co-occurrence of bank names in

reports (undirected)

Number of co-occurrence Reuters online news archive [60]

Banks & firms (bipartite) Credit relationship Amount of the loan Survey of firms quoted in the Japanese

stock-exchange markets and on financial

statements (compiled by Nikkei Media

Marketing, Inc. - commercially available)

[61, 62]

Transnational corporations

(companies)

Ownership Percentage of ownership that the

owner (or shareholder) holds

Orbis 2007 marketing database [45, 46]

Stocks effective transfer entropy effective transfer entropy S&P 1200 Global Index [63]

Stock market indices Correlation between indices Crosscorrelation Stock market data [64]

Trader Trade between two traders (from

buyer to seller)

No Audit trail, transaction-level data e-mini

S&P 500 futures contract

[65]

Investors Co-investment into the same

company (undirected)

No CrunchBase [66]

Products Proximity between products Conditional probabilities of

revealed comparative advantage

International trade data from National

Bureau of Economic Research (NBER)

[51]

Cities Interlocking directorates Number of interlocks between

firms in these cities

ORBIS database [67]

Countries Trade between countries Normalized trade flow International trade data provided by

Gleditsch [68]

[37]

Countries Trade between countries

(thresholded)

no COMTRADE Database of the United

Nations

[53]

Countries Cross-border lending Amount of loan BIS locational statistics on exchange-rate

adjusted cross-border bank credit

[69]

All networks except the investor network are directed.

analyzing the US credit default swaps (CDS) for the years 2007–
2008. A special focus was placed to gain a better understand
what has been called “too interconnected to fail” (TITF). For
constructing the network, data from the FDIC Call Report Data
have been used providing the Gross Negative Fair Value (GNFV)
for payables and Gross Positive Fair Value (GPFV) for receivables
on all CDS products that a firm is involved in with all of its
counterparties [57]. In total, 33 US banks have been included
in the analysis. In order to model the influence of non-US
banks, two auxiliary nodes have been added to the network,
one representing all US firms and one non-US banks and firms.
A major finding from a network analysis applying eigenvector
centrality is that J.P. Morgan is the most dominant bank followed

closely by the European banks. Interestingly, other well-known
US banks like Goldman Sachs and Citigroup follow with a larger
distance. They suggested for banks to minimize the systemic risk
from their high network centrality that banks should be taxed
according to a progressive tax rate which is based on the value
of their eigenvector centrality.

The paper by Roukny et al. [40] is the first studying the
structural evolution of two of the most important over-the-
counter markets for liquidity in Germany: the market for
interbank liquidity and the market for credit default swaps
(CDS). They used data on individual exposures for over 2000
German banks available from the Deutsche Bundesbank. Based
on these data, they constructed two networks connecting banks,
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one for (I) credit exposure and one for (II) derivative exposure.
In the former case, the resulting network is directed and weighted
with a link going from the lender to the borrower and the
weight corresponds to the total amount of money lent by the
lender. Similarly, a network for derivate exposures is constructed.
However, due to the more complicated situation in the derivative
case, these network are consider as undirected networks but
with weights. An important result of their study is that the size
of the connected component of the credit network decreases
over time while the size of the derivative network remains
constant. Interestingly, the two networks show different forms
of clustering. While the credit network has a very high average
clustering coefficient the derivative network has a much smaller
value.

In Demirer et al. [59] a network of the world’s top 150
(92 banks from developed and 14 from emerging economies)
publicly-traded banks has been investigated. The interbank
network is constructed by a shrinking method (applying
lasso [81]) and selecting on the approximating VAR (vector
autoregressive) model. This model is based on the bank stock
return volatility, which needs to be estimated from daily stock
price data (high, low, open and close prices) according to Garman
and Klass MJ [82],

σ
2
it = −0.019

[

(

Cit − Oit

)(

Hit + Lit − 2Oit

)

− 2
(

Hit − Oit

)(

Lit − Oit

)

]

+

(3)

0.511(Hit − Lit)
2 − 0.383(Cit − Oit)

2

Here Hit , Lit , Oit and Cit are the logarithms of daily high, low,
opening and closing values for bank stock i at time t.

They showed that the connections of global banking is
clearly linked to bank location, not bank assets. Overall,
they found that “global banking connectedness displays both
secular and cyclical variation. The secular variation corresponds
to gradual increases/decreases during episodes of gradual
increases/decreases in global market integration. The cyclical
variation corresponds to sharp increases during crises, involving
mostly cross-country, as opposed to within-country, bank
linkages” [59].

A complementary approach to the investigations discussed
above to study bank networks has been proposed by Rönnqvist
and Sarliz [60]. In their study, a text mining approach has
been introduced to convert text information to a network by
detecting the co-occurrence of bank names in financial discourse,
such as news, official reports and discussion forums, from 3
million articles published during 2007 and 2014 in the Reuters
online news archive. The constructed network comprises 27
major consumer banks from Europe, that are classified by the
European Central Bank as Large and Complex Banking Groups
(LCBGs). Furthermore, 15 of these are also classified as Globally
Systemically Important Banks (G-SIBs) by the Financial Stability
Board.

The basic idea of their network construction algorithm is to
identify co-occurrences of two bank names in the same context.
As “context” they defined a 400-character sliding window in the
text. In order to reduce noise they did not consider the co-
occurrence of two bank if more than 5 banks arementioned in the
context window. Overall, this resulted in undirected, weighted

interbank networks, each one constructed for a certain time
interval. It is interesting to note that their approach is capable
of reproducing know results from traditional data sources and,
hence, can indeed serve as a complementary approach.

4.3. Companies
In Vitali et al. [45] and Vitali and Battiston [46] an ownership
network of transnational corporations (TNC) was investigated.
They used data from the Orbis marketing database which
comprises about 37 million economic parties. These include
physical persons and firms located in 194 countries. Overall,
they have about 13 million directed and weighted ownership
links (equity relations). For their analysis they used 43, 060 TNC
located in 116 different countries, with 5, 675 TNC listed in
various stock markets. The OECD defines a TNC as a firm that
holds at least 10% of shares in companies located in more than
one country. Because it is possible that a non-TNC institution
holds a share in a TNC and a TNC holds a share in a non-
TNC, the number of studied entities had to be enlarged by 77, 456
shareholders (SH) and 479, 992 participating companies (PC),
which are not located in more than one country. Hence, in total
the ownership network they studied had a size of 600, 508 nodes.

As a main result they found that the ownership network forms
a “bow-tie structure” where a large portion of the control flows to
a small but tightly connected core of financial institutions [45].
Interestingly, this core comprises only 295 TNC. They suggested
to consider this core as an economic “superentity” and speculated
about its importance for policy makers.

In a follow up study [46] of the same ownership network, its
community or module structure has been analyzed [83]. They
found that despite of the global and international character of
the network its communities reflect the geographical location of
economic players respectively the firms. Clustering according to
the industrial sectors plays only a marginal role.

4.4. Business Groups
The next economic networks we are discussing uses as node types
an aggregation of basic node types. Specifically, in Altomonte
and Rungi [84] business groups have been studied forming a
collection of individual companies and firms. More precisely,
they define a Business Group as a set of at least two legally
autonomous firms whose economic activity is coordinated
through some form of hierarchical control, whereas a firm
controls another if a firm exceeds the majority (50.01%) of voting
rights on the other firm. This leads to a hierarchical graph.

For constructing this hierarchical graph two databases have
been used namely the Ownership Database and Orbis, both
provide by Bureau Van Dijk. The Ownership Database gives
information about worldwide proprietary linkages and Orbis
about financial accounts. The studied data comprised a total
of 208, 181 business groups from 129 countries controlling
1, 005, 381 affiliates.

A noteworthy difference in their analysis to other studies is
that the authors tried to quantify the structural complexity [85]
of the hierarchical business group graph. In order to do this they
extended a complexity measure of Emmert-Streib and Dehmer
[86] by defining a new measure they called “Group Index of
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Complexity” (GIC) [84],

GIC(G) =
L

∑

l

l
nl

N
log

(N

nl

)

(4)

Here L is the number of hierarchy levels, nl is the number of
affiliates on hierarchical level l and N is the total number of
affiliates.

As a result they found a negative correlation between a vertical
integration and the hierarchical complexity of business groups if
conditioned on the institutional quality. Furthermore, there is a
robust (non-linear) positive correlation between the hierarchical
complexity of a business group and their productivity. This
correlation is much stronger than the known correlation between
vertical integration and productivity.

4.5. Stocks
The first financial networks that have been studied are correlation
networks [25]. In order to study the hierarchical organization of
such networks [25] identified the minimum spanning tree (MST)
as a backbone structure to find the most important connections
among all stocks in the financial network.

In Sandoval [63] a financial network between stocks of the
largest 197 financial companies of the world, as measured in
market volume, has been studied. Their analysis is based on
companies from the S&P 1200 Global Index as in 2012. The
stocks that belong to this index are involved in about 70 percent
of the total world stock market capitalization. Furthermore,
according to Bloomberg, 200 of them are belonging to the
financial sector. Corresponding daily closing prices of stock data
for the 197 financial companies have been extracted from the
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and non-stationarity effects
in the time series data have been reduced by the transformation,

Rt = ln(Pt)− ln(Pt−1) (5)

Here Rt is the log-return of the closing price, Pt is the closing
price of the stock at day t and Pt−1 is the closing price of the stock
at the previous day (t − 1). As a measure to identify the relations
between stocks the transfer entropy (TE) [87, 88] has been used.
The TE is an asymmetric measure defined by,

TEY→X =
∑

in+1 ,in ,jn

p(in+1, in, jn) log2
p(in+1|in, jn)p(in)

p(in+1, in)p(in, jn)
(6)

Here in is element n of the time series of variable X and jn is
element n of the time series of variable Y . Due to the asymmetry
of TE the resulting network is directed and the weighted with
TEY→X being its weights.

As a result they found that the structure of the transfer
entropy network is very different from a correlation network.
This is certainly related to the asymmetry of the TE but also
its capability of identifying more causal influences between the
stocks. Interestingly, nodes in the network are related, first, by the
country from which the stocks are issued, and then by industry
and sub industry.

Furthermore, by studying the centralities of the stocks they
showed that themost central ones belong to insurance companies
or banks from Europe and the USA. “Since insurance and
reinsurance companies are major CDS (Credit Default Securities)
sellers, and banks are both major CDS buyers and sellers, some of
this centrality of insurance companies, followed by banks, might
be explained by the selling and buying of CDS” [63].

Additional studies investigating financial networks
based on correlation measures can be found in Bonanno
et al. [89], Emmert-Streib and Dehmer [48], Emmert-Streib
and Dehmer [90], Tabak et al. [91], and Ulusoy et al. [92]
and for extensions based on mutual information allowing
to estimate non-linear effects in time series data (see e.g.,
[93, 94]). An aggregate analysis of stocks has been conducted
in Saeedian et al. [64]. In this study 40 stock market indices,
instead of individual stocks, have been investigated to estimate a
correlation network of the world market. As a result, they found
that the world financial market comprises three communities,
each of which includes stock markets with geographical
proximity.

4.6. Products
The next type of economic networks we are discussing are
product networks. Specifically, in order to understand the entire
economy of countries the product network has been investigated.
For instance, Hidalgo et al. [51] used the measure revealed
comparative advantage (RCA) by Balassa [95],

RCAci =
x(c, i)

∑

i x(c, i)

/

∑

c x(c, i)
∑

c,i x(c, i)
(7)

evaluated for international trade data provided by National
Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), to estimate the proximity
8ij between product i and j,

8ij = min
{

P(RCAxi|RCAxj), P(RCAxj|RCAxi)
}

(8)

From 8ij the resulting product network is obtained by using
the 8ij values as weights. Prioritizing and thresholding of these
weights led them to the conclusion that countries are developing
goods that are already close to those ones that are currently
produced. Furthermore, they hypothesized that for a country
to produce more remote product categories economic policies,
especially of underdeveloped countries, need to take risks by
allowing “long jumps” for generating subsequent structural
transformation, convergence, and growth.

A follow-up study by Hidalgo et al. [96] investigated higher-
order properties of a country-product bipartite network, Mc,p,
resulting from thresholded values of the RCA (see Equation
7). These higher-order properties are extracted by recursive
equations, called Methods of Reflection, which are defined by

kc,N =
1

kc,0

∑

p

Mc,pkp,N−1 (9)

kp,N =
1

kp,0

∑

c

Mc,pkc,N−1 (10)
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The initial values are given by

kc,0 =
∑

p

Mc,p (11)

kp,0 =
∑

c

Mc,p (12)

They used the above measures for kc,i and kp,i to define a
complexity measure for the economy of countries and showed
that this measure correlates with the income level. Furthermore,
they showed that their complexity measures are predictive of
future growth and future exports of countries, making this way
a strong empirical case that the level of the development of a
country is indeed associated with the complexity of its economy.

4.7. Geographic Indicators
Also the last type of economic networks we are reviewing consist
in an aggregation of base entities. In Heemskerk et al. [67] data
from the Orbis database have been used to extract information
about the board of directors. In total 8, 090, 796 senior level
directors have been identified serving at 18, 211, 838 firms. This
information allowed the construction of a bipartite network of
firms and directors. From this bipartite network the projected
firm network has been constructed in which the nodes represent
firms and weighted edges represent shared senior level directors.
That means the edge weights give the number of shared directors
between two firms.

The resulting network consists of a number of components
which are not all connected with each other. The giant connected
component (GCC) of the network consists of 5, 262, 534 firms
connected by over 37 million board interlocks. Using the GCC,
firms located in the same city have been aggregated in a node and
two city nodes are connected if there are directors serving in at
least one firm of these cities. The weight of a link corresponds to
the number of directors in such firms. In total, the resulting city
network consisted of 24, 747 cities, connected by 874, 8104 links.

Similar to other studies they confirmed that geographic
location of firms is reflected in the community structure of the
network. Even more interesting, they found that this is even
true if countries no longer exist as, e.g., Czechoslovakia or the
original Kingdom of the Netherlands. From the city-perspective
they found that London is the most central city in the network of
the global corporate elite.

Another example of such an agloromative approach is given
by Fagiolo et al. [37]. In their paper the network of trade
relationships among world countries, also called the international
trade network (ITN) or World Trade Web (WTW), has been
studied. For constructing such a network, international trade data
from import and export flows are used [68]. They construct a
weighted ITN by defining a weight as,

wt
ij =

etij

GDPti
(13)

where etij are time (deflated) exports from country i to country

j, and GDPti is the real gross domestic product of country i in

year t. In this way 20 networks for T = 20 years (1981–2000) are
constructed for N = 159 countries [37].

As a result, they showed that the international trade network
is quite symmetric. That means almost all trade relationships
between two countries are equal with respect to import and
export. Furthermore, the majority of countries have only a
few connections to other countries, but a small number of
countries have many relations. The latter connections have also
higher weights. Further studies of international trade networks
can be found in Bhattacharya et al. [97], Garlaschelli and
Loffredo [98], Serrano and Boguná [99], and Serrano et al. [100].

5. DATA

Due to the fact that the discussed economic networks of the
preceding sections are not immediately available but need to be
constructed from empirical data, we provide in this sections some
frequently used databases containing valuable data for such a
construction.

5.1. UN Comtrade
The UN Comtrade database [101, 102] is provided by the
United Nations International Trade Statistics. The database
contains information about trade statistics data from over 170
countries detailed by commodities and service categories. The
UN COMTRADE is one of the largest public depositories of
international trade data with over 3 billion data records since
1962. In order to simplify the usage of the data, all values
of commodities are converted from national currency into US
dollars and quantities are converted into metric units.

5.2. ORBIS
The ORBIS database [103] provided commercially by Bureau
van Dijk gives information on private companies worldwide.
ORBIS has information for over 220 million companies of which
information about 70, 000 listed companies is more detailed.
It provides information about the name of firms, geographical
localization (country and city), industrial classification (NACE)
and several financial data. Moreover, the database includes
standardized information about corporate ownership including
beneficial owners, M&A data and financial strength metrics. A
helpful analysis giving detailed information about the usage of
this database and potential problems and biases of the data are
reported in Kalemli-Ozcan et al. [104].

5.3. OECD
The OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development) database [105] provides public economic and
society related information for the 35 member countries of
the OECD and additional major countries, e.g., China and
Russia. It contains over 5 billion data points across 1, 800
datasets. The comprehensive list of topics covered by the database
includes population and migration; production; household
income, wealth and debt; globalization, trade and foreign
direct investment (FDI); prices, interest rates and exchange
rates; energy and transportation; labor, employment and
unemployment; science and technology including research and
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development (R&D); environment including natural resources,
water, air and climate; education resources and outcomes;
government expenditures, debt, revenues, taxes, foreign aid; and,
health status, risk and resources. Access to these datasets is
provide via the OECDiLibrary page.

5.4. DICE
The DICE (Database for Institutional Comparisons in Europe)
database [106] by the Ifo Institute at the University of Munich
(Germany) provides public cross-country information on
institutions, regulations and policies. DICE gives not only
information on European countries but also includes
information on other major countries as well as the BRIC
countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China). The topic list of DICE
includes banking and financial markets, business, education
and ennovation, energy, resources, natural environment,
infrastructure, labor market, migration, public sector, social
policy, values, and country characteristics.

5.5. CEPII
CEPII is a French research center with a focus on international
economics established in 1978. The data provided are from
the fields Competitiveness & Growth, Economic Policy,
Emerging Countries, Environment & Natural Resources, Europe,
Migrations, Money & Finance, Trade & Globalization. CEPII is
a collection of different data sets, one of which is BACI [107].
BACI is the World trade database at a high level of product
disaggregation. It contains information for more than 200
countries since 1995.

5.6. BIS
The Bank of International Settlements (BIS) [108] provides data
about cross-country bilateral exposures for domestically owned
and foreign-owned banking offices in the reporting countries
giving information about the balance sheet positions on other
countries. For this reason the BIS is also known as “bank
of central banks”. The database contains information for 230
countries since 2008.

5.7. Stock Market Data
Public historical stock market data can be obtained from
many places, including Yahoo Finance, Google Finance or
MSN Moneycentral. However, for downloading bulk stock
market data these sites do not offer much functionality and
require an individual downloading for each stock. For this
reason, the R package quantmod [109] has been developed
that allows to connect to Yahoo Finance or Google Finance
or to get FX rates from FRED (Federal Reserve Economic
Data). Other R packages available for getting such data are
Quandl [110] (download from the Quandl database collecting
financial and economic datasets from hundreds of publishers),
pdfetch [111] (St Louis Fed’s FRED system, Yahoo Finance,
the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, the US Energy Information
Administration, theWorld Bank, Eurostat, the European Central
Bank, the Bank of England, the UK’s Office of National Statistics,
Deutsche Bundesbank, and INSEE) and WDI [112] (data from

the World Development Indicators provided by the World
Bank).

We would like to note the such stock market data provide
usually no intra-day trading data, e.g., on the hour or evenminute
level, but only end-of-day information. Intra-day trading data is
only available via commercial subscription.

6. VISUALIZATION OF ECONOMIC
NETWORKS

The analysis of complex economic networks starts typically with
the visualization of the network itself. The reason for this is that
network visualization can be seen as a form of an exploratory data
analysis [113], which aims to visually highlighting patterns in the
data. Unfortunately, the graphical visualization of a network is
not trivial at all and the problem becomes even more difficult
the larger the network is. For this reason, we discuss in the
next subsections some visualization approaches that can help in
accomplishing this task.

For reasons of a practical realizability, we focus on software
packages written in R Development Core Team [114] because
these packages are free to use and provide flexibility for a problem
specific fine tuning. However, for reasons of completeness
we want to mention that there are also stand-alone tools
for network exploration (e.g., Gephi [115], Pajek [116],
or Cytoscape [117]), which do not require programming
knowledge.

6.1. General Visualization of Networks
For the visualization of general networks we developed an R
package called NetBioV [118, 119]. NetBioV provides many easy
to use functions, layout styles and color schemes to visualize
networks. Specifically, NetBioV provides three principle layout
styles.

• global layouts
• modular layouts
• layered layouts

These layouts can be either used separately or combined with
each other. Briefly, a global layout style treats essentially all
nodes of the network in the same way and tries to find a global
arrangement according to some algorithm, e.g., Fruchterman-
Reingold or Kamada-Kawai. A modular layout acknowledges the
fact that some nodes are more close to each other forming, e.g.,
a cluster, a module or a community within the network. Finally,
a layered layout emphasizes the presence of a hierarchical order
in the network, e.g., a tree. Depending on which property one
would like to emphasize and highlight, one needs to choose the
corresponding layout style. We would like to remark that for
the graphical representation of networks, the package NetBioV
makes use of the igraph package [120]. Igraph2 can also directly
be used for the visualization of networks but it is more basic and
elementary in its usage and requires for this reason more manual
fine tuning in order to obtain satisfactory results.
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FIGURE 3 | Mapping economic networks with geographic locations by the maps R package.

6.2. Combining Networks, Geographic and
Economic Information
Many of the different networks discussed in the previous sections
carry in addition to the economic information geographic
information. For instance, banks or firms are located in certain
cities which are located in certain countries. That means
the nodes of such economic networks, which correspond to
banks or firms, can be overlain a geographic map. In this
way the interpretability of these networks is enhanced, see
as an example Figure 3. This is especially beneficial if one
considers the fact that “networks” or “graphs” are topological
mathematical objects. A topological object does not have any
geometric properties, e.g., for the location of the nodes of a
network, but can be deformed arbitrarily without changing
its properties. For this reason, the meaningful connection
of networks with geometric information helps 2-fold. First,
the visualization of the network is simplified because no
algorithm is needed for finding the coordinates of the nodes
for drawing them in form of a diagram but this information
is directly provided by the geographic information, e.g., for the
location of cities. Second, the interpretation of the networks is
enhanced, e.g., because geographic clusters become immediately
spottable.

A practical solution to the above problem is given by the
R package maps. This package was also used to generate the
example in Figure 3 overlaying a network on the world map.
Another R package that provides even more functionality is
cartography [121]. In Figure 4 we show an example. This
package allows in addition to the visualization of a network,
the visualization of additional economic factors like GDP,
population size or compound annual growth rate. These
additional elements enhance even further the interpretability
of the obtained economic networks. In Figure 4 we added
some examples showcasing the functionality of this package.
Specifically, information about the GDP per capita is visualized
in the color of the country (see e.g., Island, Norway or Finland),
population size is shown as bar charts (Turkey and Greece) and
the compound annual growth rate is color highlighted (Spain).

6.3. Bipartite Networks
Another network visualization that is useful for economic
networks relates to bipartite networks. The R packages bipartite
[122] provides such a functionality with many options to
customize the resulting visualization. We would like to note
that so far the direct analysis of bipartite networks has not
received much attention but, usually, projected networks are
extracted from bipartite networks which are then analyzed,
because these projected networks are ordinary networks
which can be analyzed in the conventional way with the
standard methods. However, there are also direct methods
available for analyzing bipartite networks [123–126] and it
seems that such approaches are generating more and more
interest.

7. EXTENSIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

As we have seen in the previous sections, so far many different
economic networks have been studied. In this section, we discuss
some possible extensions that would help in advancing the
field.

First of all, it is apparent from our discussions that most
economic networks are constructed or inferred from one data
source only. This is certainly the easiest way to create such
networks but it is not necessarily the best way. It would be
interesting to investigate the integration of more than one data
source to see in how far the results are changed. Also it seems
reasonable to assume that the amount of noise in the networks
can be reduced by using multiple data sources. This is especially
true for the financial networks requiring time series data for their
inference which are only available for a limited duration.

Another form of data integration that could be studied relates
to combining multiple “node types”; see Table 2. Instead of
focusing on only one node type, e.g., banks or directors, one could
study a combination of these in one network. This would require
that one uses weighted networks [127], which allows different
node types in the same network.
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FIGURE 4 | Mapping economic networks with geographic locations by the cartography R package.

In general, the quality of economic networks is not easy to
assess because these are abstract networks and its links are not
immediately observable. This is in contrast to a neural network
or a gene regulatory network where links connecting pairs of
neurons or indicate the regulation of one gene on another [128–
130]. In both cases, wet lab experiments can be performed in
order to confirm such connections. For financial networks, where
nodes correspond to stocks, this is obviously not possible. For this
reason the assessment of the quality of the obtained networks
needs to be done indirectly, e.g., by quantifying predictive or
forecasting abilities of the networks. This topic relates to the
difference between causal networks and association networks
[131, 132].

Another problem of the current research in economic
networks is that there is no database to which constructed
networks could be uploaded so that other scientists can
re-use them in follow-up studies, e.g., for comparative
investigations with alternative approaches. This would simplify
such comparative analyses considerably and also help in reducing
errors when reproducing previous results. Also a data repository
integrating information from various databases, as discussed
in section 5, bringing them into a standardized form, would
reduce the obstacles accompanying computational economics

studies simplifying the time consuming preprocessing of the data
considerably.

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper we reviewed studies for estimating and analyzing
different types of economic networks. Despite the fact that
economic networks are a special form of social networks
which having been studied since many decades starting in the
1960s, for economic networks it took much longer to start.
Maybe it is no accident that the sparking interest in economic
networks in recent years coincides with the emergence of
computational social science [133–135] as a general appreciation
of phenomena outside the natural sciences. A further reason is
certainly that one global economic crises is followed by another
making us as a society realize that only a more thorough
understanding of the global economy can help in preventing
future meltdowns. Since it is hard to imagine how one would
study an interconnected system, such as the world economy,
without the usage of networks, we anticipate to see many more
studies about economic networks in the years to come and hope
that our contribution can help in fostering this process.
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